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REPORTS
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS (FN)
PHYSICS CLUB ACTIVITIES
The department of Physics conducted its annual Physics Club Intra Departmental activities on 19th
January 2019 in the Library hall.
The program began at 1:30pm, initiated by Harini.S , host for the day. The program began with a beautiful
Qur'an recitation which was given by Aafrah followed by its translation by Aafrin Banu . The President of the
physics club, Arshiya gave us a warm welcome and addressed the gathering. That was the delightful beginning
of our fun-filled event.
Some of the events that took place were,
 "What Happens Next" - Where a video or a question was shown and the participants were asked to
describe the phenomena and its consequences. It really was informative and intriguing.
 "Find The Phrase Out" – In which, a bit of paper was given to one of the two participants where a
phrase was written and was instructed to make the other guess the phrase. The hints were easy to
guess though!
 "Pictionary" - As the name suggests, among the two participants one has to make the other find
the phrase by drawing a picture. The drawings sent the audience with fits of laughter!
Ultimately our professors participated too, to make the afternoon wonderful and jovial. Students had
their way of filling the hall with much enthusiasm and happiness. Indeed the events were aimed at enlightening
the young minds and paving a way to gain more facts that fascinated them.
Around 3:00pm the prizes were distributed to the winners by the HOD and the staff of the Physics
Department. The secretary of Physics Club, Guruprashanthi concluded the program with the vote of thanks.

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY (FN)
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
The Department of Biochemistry conducted a two day National Conference on "Beat Plastic
Pollution" on the 21st and 22nd of January. The conference started with the prayer, followed by the welcome
address by the Head of the Department Dr. Mrs.Fouzia Banu. The principal Dr. Shanaz Ahmed felicitated the
guests of honour from distinct fields. The dynamics of the seminar was elaborated on by Dr. Mrs. Anjum. The
inaugural address was delivered by Dr. Natesan Manickam, Senior Scientist, CSIR and spoke on plastic
pollution and its ban being the need of the hour.
The first session of the day was taken by Dr. G. S. Ayyappan, Senior Scientist, CSIR after his
keynote address. He talked about various innovative methods of reusing plastic. The second plenary session was
by Dr. Natesan Manickam where he addressed about the history of plastic and degrees of its effect on the
ecosystem. The day ended with intercollegiate E-poster presentation competition. A total of 24 colleges
participated enthusiastically in the event. Also an exhibition on "Alternatives for Plastics" was conducted,
which was an interdepartmental event. The day concluded with the distribution of prizes.

The second day of the conference began with the prayer followed by the plenary session by Dr.
Mohana Krishna Reddy Mudiam, Principal Scientist and Assistant Professor, ACSIR on the various analytical
methods involved in the monitoring of plastics and their levels in the ecosystem. This was followed by the
session by Dr. Pravakar Mishra, Scientist, National Center for Coastal Research, Ministry of Earth Sciences. He
talked about the marine plastic litter and it's extremely adverse effects on the marine life. After the tea break the
panel discussion was conducted and was lead by Dr. Sulthan Ahmed Ismail. The dignitaries in the panel
discussion were Sakina Sadullah, Dr. S. Yamini Sudhalakshmi, Dr. Keerthi, Assistant Professor, Chemistry,
Anna University and Dr. Saritha Damodaran, Oncologist. The discussion was very interactive with the students
being able to write out questions to ask the panelists who graciously answered the queries. Dr. G. Sekar
concluded the day with further emphasis on the need to curb plastic pollution.

NSS – CHENNAI MARATHON
The 7th edition of Chennai Marathon, The Skechers Performance marathon 2019 was organized
by the Chennai Runners, a non- profit organization on the first Sunday of 2019, 6th of January 2019. The
Chennai Marathon is now the country’s second largest marathon after Mumbai and the largest sporting event in
Chennai. More than 15,000 runners participated in the 10K marathon, which began at 4:00 AM at Anna Square,
Marina Beach and ended at 7:00 AM at Central Polytechnic College, Taramani. The marathon route covered
some of Chennai’s historic landmarks.
The NSS volunteers assembled at 5:15 AM in the Central Polytechnic College as they were
allotted the responsibility of the distribution of medals and refreshments. Volunteer T-Shirts were worn by the
students. At 7:15 AM, the first runner to complete the 10K marathon was felicitated by a medal and others soon
followed .The volunteers had the opportunity to witness the seamless coordination of people on an extremely
large scale, which lead to the success of the marathon.
Being a functioning part of the marathon and serving others was an enlightening experience for
the volunteers. The Central Polytechnic Campus had various attractions such as trampolines and photo booths to
encourage physical activity among the participants. Volini medical camp and Apollo clinic had also been set on
the campus grounds. The event was wrapped up at 10:00 am after the serving of breakfast.

CHARISMA 2K19
ANNUAL INTERCOLLEGIATE CULTURAL
The much awaited inter-collegiate Cultural fest of our college took place on the 23rdand 24th
January, 2019. The event was jointly organized by the Student Council and the Majlis and was a huge success.
This year’s Charisma had the tagline “Timeless Luminaries” and the entire Cultural fest was a tribute to legends
in all fields. Several colleges across Chennai took part in the event with much gusto.
The event was inaugurated by Mr. Bosskey, actor and Ms.Shakthishree Gopalan, singer. It was a
wonderful start to the Charisma 2k19 as Mr.Bosskey in his trademark style, addressed the audience which left
our students in awe. Ms.Shakthishree sang a few lines from her famous songs and the audience joined her in the
performance. The second day of Charisma was inaugurated by Mr. John Vijay, a famous Tamil actor who has
donned several roles.
All the on-stage and off-stage events were held around the theme and the participants had to use
their creativity to incorporate the theme. A total of 23 events – both on-stage and off-stage were held during
Charisma 2k19 over the course of 2 days. The judges who came for the events were all accomplished in their
field and the participants and the audience had an amazing time.
There were also various stalls that were put up in the college which gave an even more festive vibe
to the entire fest. All in all, Charisma 2k19 was celebrated with zeal.

THE DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS (AN)
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON EMERGING TRENDS IN STATISTICAL
DATA ANALYSIS
An ' International seminar on Emerging Trends in Statistical Data Analysis ' was conducted
by the Department of Statistics of JBAS College for women (AN) on 5th January 2019. In this event, many
students and staff from other colleges took part. Then, the prayer commenced at 9:00 AM, the welcome address
was given by our principal Dr.(Mrs.)Shanaz Ahmed. The ' Dynamics of the seminar' was delivered by our Head
of our Department "Mrs. S. Visalakshi and the inaugural address delivered by Dr. R. Ravanan, Principal,
Presidency College, Chennai. The special address was given by Dr. P.R. Vittal, a great author and visiting
professor, Department of Statistics, University of Madras, Chennai. The keynote address was given by Dr.
R.Kannan,
Professor,
Annamalai
University,
Chidambaram.
The first technical session on ' Statistical Fallacies in Epidemiological Data Analysis ' was
conducted by Dr. JeyadevanSreedaran , Professor of Epidemiology and Statistics Gulf Medical University,
Ajman, UAE , followed by Dr. VaijayanthiUlhas Dixit , Reader, Department of Statistics, University of
Mumbai, Mumbai about ' Statistical Inference for some two-piece distributions' and the third session by by Dr.
AnbupalamThalamuthu, Research Fellow , Centre for Healthy Brain Ageing, University of New South wales,
Sydney,
Australia
on
'Statistical
Methods
in
Genetic
data
analysis'.
The first post-lunch session was on the topic ' Machine Learning with Python' was handled by
Dr. R. Sivasam, Associate Professor, Department of Statistics, Botswana University, Botswana. The final
session was handled by Mr. M. Sekar, Associate director, on 'Retail Analytics - Applications and Project
execution'. It was overall an inspiring and informative session. The valedictory address was given by Dr.V.
Indhumathi, Regional Joint Director of Collegiate Education(Retd.), Madurai Region. It was followed by a
formal vote of thanks and the event concluded. Overall, it was an amazing session and it was informative and
useful for student's future accomplishments.

THE DEPARTMENT OF HINDI & URDU (AN)
WORKSHOP ON LANGUAGE- TEACHING AND LEARNING WITH
REFERENCE TO HINDI AND URDU.
The Hindi Department of the Afternoon session of Justice Basheer Ahmed Sayeed College for
Women conducted a workshop on Language- Teaching and Learning with reference to Hindi and Urdu.
The workshop was conducted on January 19th, 2019, in the S.I.E.Trust Academy Hall. The workshop was
presided over by Dr. Srabani Bhattacharya, the Head of the Department of Hindi in Stella Maris College,
Chennai and Dr. Anita Patil, Assistant Professor from Guru Nanak College, Chennai. Both the dignitaries are
well versed in the language and are working towards the betterment of the language in non-Hindi speaking
regions of Tamil Nadu.The session began by invoking the blessings of the Almighty through prayer.The
Welcome Address was rendered by Gayathri of the first year.

The workshop commenced with a power point presentation by Dr. Anita Patil who explained in
a very fun way the methods to learn and teach Hindi to those who are entirely new to the language. She
explained with beautiful examples based on the real struggle of a person trying to familiarise the language. Her
interactive methodology of teaching had the full attention of every student.
The Technical session was handled by Dr. Srabani Bhattacharya who gave the students some time to relax by
singing along with them. She explained through a power point presentation on how Hindi can be included in our
day to day conversations; she advised the students that to make mistakes is the natural way to learn a new thing
in life. She told the students to be not afraid of making mistakes. The students of all three years were benefitted
greatly by this workshop.
The Vote of Thanks was rendered by ZainabAthher of the second year of B.A. English. It was
followed by the workshop by the Department of Urdu on the same topic. The workshop was presided over by
Dr. K. Habeeb Ahmed, Professor, and Head of Department of Arabic, Persian, and Urdu, University of Madras,
Chennai. The Guest of Honour for the event was Dr. P. Nazeem Begum, Associate Professor and Reader, PG
and Research Department of Hindi, DBHP Saba, Chennai. The Welcome Address was rendered by S. Neha of
the second year of B.A. English. The session began with the invocation of the blessings of the almighty by
prayer. The workshop highlighted the importance of grammar in any language since it helps in the development
of language and communication. The dignitaries explained the Parts of Speech in Urdu and also described the
link Urdu and Hindi share. The Technical Session was handled by Dr. M. Ameenulla, Assistant Professor,
Department of Urdu, SV University, Tirupati (AP). The Vote of Thanks was rendered by ZainabAthher of
second-year B.A. English.

THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS STUDIES (AN)
MMA WORKSHOP ON DATA ANALYTICS AND ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
The Department of Business, MMA, conducted a workshop on Data Analytics and Artificial
Intelligence on the 21st of January, 2019 at the college seminar hall from 2:30 pm to 5:00 pm. The guest
speakers for the evening were Dr. Vasudevan and Dr. R. Senthamarai.
The guests lectured on the basics of data analytics and the requirement of artificial
intelligence. The students were provided with information as to how the data of mobile users such as their
location could be extracted through the use of website cookies. They were also lectured on profit making in
business, the collection of data and how artificial intelligence simplifies the data collection process. The guest
speakers also mentioned the characteristics of big data which were Velocity, Variety, and Volume.The guests
concluded by saying that Artificial Intelligence was going to start a new era and in order to prepare for that, we
need to stay updated and remove the fear of the future.

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH (AN)
‘PANACHE’- THE LITERARY FEST
The Department of English Literature [A.N] of Justice Basheer Ahmed Sayeed College for
Women conducted the Intra Departmental competitions, “Panache 2019” on the 22nd of January, 2019. The
event was conducted in the Seminar Hall. The students from all the three years participated enthusiastically in
all the competitions.
The event began with a prayer rendered by UnaizaFarha of the third year. The Master of
Ceremony for the event was Kavya from the third year and Farheen from the first year. The fest included Quiz,
Literary Parade, Poetry Recitation as the On-stage events and Painting and Wealth from Waste (junk art) as the
Off-stage events respectively.
The competitions were judged by various dignitaries. The first competition, Quiz, was
conducted by Mrs. AyeeshaAirem, Mrs. Anitha and Ms. Aparna. The participants were posed with various
questions from literature, general knowledge, and audio-visual clippings. The first place was bagged by
Sanmitha. R and Sumaiya Farheen from the second year. The second place was taken by Manasvini Visagan
and Divya. R of the third year, and the third by Muneera and Aasiya of the first year.
The second competition for the day was the Literary Parade. It was judged by Dr. Lalitha .P.
Students dressed up as famous literary characters of their own choices, rendering the dialogues. Characters like
The Weird Sisters and Cruella de Vil with their outfits highlighted the show. The first prize was bagged by
ThaiyabaAnjum of the first year. The second prize was taken by Divya. An of the second year and the third by
Sanmitha.R of the second year.
This was followed by Poetry Recitation where the students recited a poem of their favorite
poets ranging from Frost to Wordsworth. Some students delighted the audience with poems of their own. The
first prize was bagged by Fathima of the first year. The second prize and the third place were taken by
ZainabAthher and MeghaMohanty, both of second years, respectively.
The Off-stage events gave the students of literature an opportunity to discover their
artistic talents. It was judged by Mrs. Shahista Shabnam, the Head of the Department of Interior Design and
Decor. The first prize was bagged by Muthuselvi of the first year and the second place was taken by Rehana. N
of the third year and the third place was taken by Farzana of the third year.
The Prize Distribution was done by the Guest of Honour Mrs. Preetha Prakash, a social
activist, author, and counselor. The students were also entertained by a logic game in an interactive session.
The Best Performer award was bagged by Manasvini Visagan of the third year and the Best Class award was
won by the first year students. The event concluded with the recitation of National Anthem by the students.
Fathima of the first year and the second place was taken by Kavya of the third year, and the third by Afrin of the
third year. The Wealth from Waste competition was also judged by Mrs. Shahista Shabnam

THE JBAS SPORTS FESTIVAL
The state-level Inter-Collegiate JBAS Sports Festival 2018 for this academic year was
inaugurated on 3rd January 2019. The guest of honor of the event was J.M Fernando, General Secretary, Tamil
Nadu Olympic association along with principal, Vice-Principal from forenoon and afternoon sessions,
Administrative Officer Mrs. Matheenafasi, Financial Consultant Mr. Selvam, members of the sports committee,
Learned Staff members, Director of Physical Education, Coaches and Official players from various colleges.
The State Level Inter-Collegiate Tournament conducted for the 10th time in our college
campus. The Students and Teachers have participated in enthusiastically nearly from22 city colleges. Games
such as Volleyball, Throwball, Kabaddi, and Cricket were conducted for the Students. For the Teaching Staff
Throwball, Table Tennis, Tennis was conducted and Volleyball, Carom, Chess were conducted for the nonteaching staff. More than 20 teams participated in various games.
The winners from the student participants were, in Throw Ball the first place was by Ethiraj
College for women and second place by JBAS College and third place by Women's Christian College. In
Volley Ball the first place was by MOP Vaishnav College and second place by Ethiraj College for women and
third place by Women's Christian College. In Kho-the first place was by JBAS College for women and second
place by Ethiraj College for women and third place by S.S.S Jain College respectively.
The winners from the Teaching Staffs events were, in Throw Ball the first place was by Women's Christian
College and second place by SSS JAIN and third place by JBAS College. In Table Tennis, the first place was by
Ms.Revathi -KCS College and second place by Dr.Sasikala-SDNB Vaishnav College and third place by
Kanthimathi-SDNB Vaishnav College. In Tennikoit the first place was by Womens Christian College and
second place by JBAS College and third place by JBAS College respectively. The winners from the NonTeaching Staffs events were, in Caromthe first place was by JBAS College and second place by SDNB
VaishnavCollege and third place by JBAS College. In Chess, the first place was by Vinoth – JBAS and second
place by Mr. Dharani-JBAS College respectively.

ENVIROCLUB
PRAGATI 2019
The Enviroclub organized Pragati 2019 – Interdepartmental Competitions on the 30th of January,
2019 at the College Library for the students of both Forenoon and Afternoon session. There were two on-stage,
Debate and Connexions, and two off-stage events, Blog Writing, and Photography.
Students were given the topic “Life without Plastic – Possible or Impossible?” for the Debate
competition. The participants for Blog Writing were asked to write either on “Man-made disasters” or “Wildlife
conservation”. The participants for Connexions were shown PowerPoint slides to identify words associated with
the environment. The students who took part in Photography were given the theme “Perspective”.
The enthusiastic participation of the students made this event a very successful one.

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET 2018-19
The annual Sports Day of Justice Basheer Ahmed Sayeed College for Women was conducted
on the 31st of January, 2019. The chief guest for this event was Mr. Sivaraman, the manager of Indian Overseas
Bank and an international volleyball player.
The event commenced with the march past. From the forenoon session, the Department of
Commerce, English, and Zoology bagged the first, second and the third place respectively. Among the
afternoon session students, the first prize for March past was bagged by the Department of Electronics and
Communication science, while the second prize was bagged by the Department of Commerce and the third
prize was bagged by the Computer Science department. This was followed by a Rifle Drill and Lezim
demonstration by the NCC cadets. Came after that was a powerful performance of the traditional dance of
Silambattam and Thappattam by Niveditha of I B.com (CS), Varshini of II B.Sc Statistics and Naseem Ara
Begum of III BA English.
Mr. Sivaraman spoke about the immense achievements of women in the sports field with an
increase in the number of Indian female prize winners at the Olympics. He also mentioned about the
achievements of the famous Indian badminton player, P.V. Sindhu, who served as an inspiration for students.
This was followed by the prize distribution ceremony.
The Overall best department Championship was bagged by the Department of Commerce.
The second place was bagged by the Department of Economics and the third by the Department of Psychology.
The Individual Championship was bagged by Rohini of III B.A History and the Best Outgoing sports star award
was won by Rohini of III B.A History.

As far as the afternoon session was concerned, the Overall best department Championship
was bagged by the Department of Commerce (General) with the Department of BCA coming a close second
and the Department of Computer science secured the third place. The Individual Championship was bagged by
Monisha of III BBA and the Best outgoing sports star award was won by Sulaika of III B.com.
The event concluded with the rendition of the National anthem by the students.

WRITERS CORNER

-AARTHIKA.M
II Year
B.Sc. Chemistry (FN)

MUSINGS!
Today I am Langdon,
running through the streets of Florence.
Dante and Botticelli assist me
in my thrilling journey in this city of art!
What more can a person ask for? ...
Alas!! The last page turns and
I am sitting in my room.
It is heartbreaking, but I have hope that
tomorrow I can be someone else,
in some other city
solving some other mystery!
-

AFRAH ELIYAS
III Year
B.A. English Literature (FN)

PAINTED BY GOD
Once a painter,painted the whole universe
With millions and millions of colours.
But He has never got paid like a curse
As it worth more than Euros and Dollars.
Why so?
The wide sky above is blue
But it turns grey when it cries.
The new born leaves are green
But it turns yellow when it cries.
Why so?
Racism is still happening
Although we all have the same colour of blood.
When the hair turns grey while ageing
Even the purest love of temporary soul fades.
Why so?

I wonder of my own eyes
Recognizing different colours although it is in black and white.
But I also wonder of their inability to recognize
The colour of the tears when my eyes sweat.
Why so?
However, when the painter painted without salary
He recommended all His fellow beings
To never question the nature's discovery
Because, “To admire" is it's only meaning.
- FATHIMA FAHMINA RIFAYA
I BA English Literature (AN)

TO BE A WOMAN!!

"Women are the real architects of society"
-Harriet Beecher Stowe
A woman is of such significance and maintains the momentum of our society. Women strive so
much and have gained acclaim in professions where they were ruled out a decade ago. We have acquired SS in
our progress and compete as individuals in today's combative world. On the other hand, being a woman, where
disparity is carried in the minds of people is tedious. A woman's upbringing would have numerous prohibitions
that eventually points to her “gender”. A victim of assault is blamed for her attire and not the upbringing of the
abuser. Our society is where chauvinism seems fair in a way to the people. Woman in a way is inculcated to be
feeble, which is passed on from centuries. The notion of associating fragility with women has to banish!
Potential is to be individualized and not to be genderized!
- SNEGA
II B. A. English Literature (AN)

ART GALLERY
“Let your creative minds run wild”

"Ray in the deep blue sea"
Art by,
R. K. NAUSHEEN
AHAMEDUNISA
II Year
B.Com General (FN)

Art by,
A.J. AMRIN SHEKHANA
II Year
B.Sc. Advanced Zoology and
Biotechnology (FN)

“Allow nature’s peace to flow
into you like as sunshine flow
into trees”
Art by,
SREE LAKSHMI
II BSC IDD (AN)

PHOTOGRAPHY
“Photography is beauty of life captured!”

PC: SHARATHA P.M.
II Year
B.Sc. Advanced Zoology And
Biotechnology
P. G. And Research Department of
Zoology

“Because when you stop and
look around this life is pretty
amazing!”
PC: SUBASHREE.S
III BSC ECS (AN)

“There is no better designer than
nature!”
PC: SNEHA VARSHINI
III B.COM (ISM) (AN)

